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About This Game

TYRED IS 2-4 PLAYER LOCAL MULTIPLAYER, 2-8 PLAYER ONLINE MULTIPLAYER.

Customise your Tyre and lead it to victory in a series of customisable minigames.

Game Modes

Bash
The aim of this game mode is to be the last tyre on the arena floor. Players must use everything in their power to knock their
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opponents off the edge of the podium.

Pole Hog
Players must hoop their tyre onto the pole in order to win.

King of the Hill
Getting points is as easy as staying in the hill. The player with the most points wears the crown. The first player to reach 100

points wins the round.

Tyre Pong
A new twist on a classic party game.

Drop
Sidescrolling Mayhem. Players must move down a maze of elevating platforms. Hitting the floor or ceiling will result in a nasty

puncture.

Wipeout
Man your post, and try to avoid getting swept away by the revolving arms.

Player Customisation

Player Names
It's always important to give your tyre the perfect name; a huge veriety of names are available in the random name generator.

Tyre Customisation
A wide veriety of rims are available to pick from, and by using the RGB Sliders you can pick the perfect colour for your rim.

Matte/reflective and glowing paint jobs are also available.
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Title: TYRED
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Sekrit Games
Publisher:
Sekrit Games
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 2GB

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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Played this at EGX Rezzed 2018 and had a blast. Ive bought this as its entirely worth 4.49 to buy the devs a pint. Theyre great
guys (Atleast the two at rezzed were).

Now for the game itself.

There are quirks that really need to be ironed out to make it a little more reliable in terms of feel\/physics but this is great start.

As I mentioned at Rezzed, Total wipeout mode isnt featured enough, there could be more side scrolling fun with this. You could
add wipeout with tire physics and it would be great! Keep the gangbeast-esque arena fighting though, its great. It just needs to
be more fluid. Some suggestions are below.

 - Have right stick control the rotation of the wheel. This will allow the forward backward motion of the wheel to be desigated to
left stick and right stick to control where the wheel points and flips to. Every person can use left and right sticks, its very limited
in terms of control currently. This simple addition could make the wheels a lot more controllable. At the moment they feel very
stiff or unreliable to maneuver and ram into people with

- Add more abilites. This one is a simple one. The abilities in atm like black hole are too overpowered and dont require any
effort really. Thye especially dont feel great. Possibly have something like sticky tires to make them easier to control, Ice behind
the tire to cause others to slide and tacs to cause others to loose full control of their wheels. The game is fun, make the abilities
shine here.

- Larger stages. For a tire based game, these stages need to be bigger. You dont get chance to move around properly and actually
appreciate the lovely mechanics behind being a wheel. Mainly due to it being hard to control the wheel or even affect the other
players. You dont get the chance to hit other people because youre too busy pushing yourself off the edge with the lack of
control. A larger surface to really get to know the arena would be great. Possibly have them domed so its like a beyblade arena.
This would make it much easier to wizz around the edge and swoop in to deliver a blow. THIS would be fun, square stages just
seem a tad out of place for whels. Curved surfaces pull people into the middle and make it feel better when you drop off due to
your own mistakes.

I think these would be nice additions to help the party feel for the game. I love the concept and its why ive bought it. The game
is a blast to play as a four. Direct the game into beybladey, total wipouty party fest. Its going great currently and im eager to see
where you take it basd on feedback :)

Keep it up guys!. I've had the opportunity to play this with a couple guys and I have to say, this is a really enjoyable game! I do
like the pvp nature of it while playing as a tyre in numerous different gamemodes. Things can also definitly get heated in
competitive gameplay, making this a good party game to pass the time at different meetings and get togethers.

The only thing I would really put against this is that there needs to be more single player action. A player vs bots mode would be
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appreciated as it does then give us the ability to play on our own when away from our friends (a bit of practise hurts nobody eh?
:P )

I do wish you guys the best of luck and I cannot wait to see where development goes in the future!. Wacky, unique and most
importantly, really weird.
TYRED is a really charming and zany party game which is bound to have you both laughing and smashing your controller across
the head of your buddies.
Plenty of interesting game modes, a lot of nice customisation and fun gameplay. Reccomend.
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